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Performance Review
In the twelve month period up until 31 March 2023, the Fund returned -10.26% (net of fees) , while the benchmark returned -19.10%.
Since inception until 31 March 2023, the Fund returned 14.73% (annualised, net of fees) , while the benchmark returned 5.00%.

 Market Review
In the first quarter of 2023, the market was mostly moving sideways, until a late rally helped the Tadawul All Share Index (TASI)
close at +2.0% (total return). The banking sector was a laggard as investors fretted about interest rates peaking and a mortgage
loan growth slowdown. The Saudi National Bank investment in Credit Suisse and turmoil in U.S. banks contributed to market
volatility. On the other hand, the small/mid-cap segment has been performing strongly, partly due to investors rotating out of the
banking stocks to target higher earnings elsewhere.

The oil price turned out to be much weaker than expected with West Texas Intermediate (WTI) touching a low of $67 per barrel in
March. A combination of factors worked against it. On the supply-demand front, Russian oil supply held up while China’s early
growth expectations were not met. On top of that, financial sector trouble driven by Credit Suisse and Silicon Valley Bank added to
the tough conditions. This led to an OPEC production cut of just over 1 million barrels per day along with an earlier announced 0.5
million barrels per day from Russia, which helped oil prices move back towards the $80 per barrel range. Near-term expectations
from oil analysts have become more cautious, but still pointing to a $90-$100 per barrel range by year-end 2023.

Economic conditions are robust in Saudi Arabia. The Riyad Bank Saudi Arabia Purchasing Managers' Index (PMI) reached 58.7 in
March 2023, slightly below 59.8 in February, which was an eight-year high. The overall unemployment rate in Saudi Arabia
decreased to 4.80% in the fourth quarter of 2022 from 5.80% in the third quarter of 2022. The unemployment rate among Saudi
citizens declined to 8.0% in the fourth quarter of 2022 compared to 9.9% in the third quarter of the same year, according to the
Saudi Press Agency.

The annual inflation rate in Saudi Arabia declined to 3.0% in February from 3.4% during the previous month. Prices rose at a slower
pace for the food and transport segments, among others. On the other hand, real estate prices have been rising, especially in major
cities due to strong demand and relatively limited supply. Growth in mortgage loans was one of the factors driving this rise, in
addition to increasing demand due to an economic pick-up.

Government projects continue to make progress. A good example is the further progress under the Shareek program, where
framework agreements were signed with eight companies. The Shareek program is expected to drive economic growth across a
range of sectors. Recently, another government mega-development project, New Murabba, was announced to be realized by 2030.
This will be a new development project in Riyadh with 104,000 residential units, 9,000 hotel rooms and 980,000 square meters
of retail space.

On the political front, Saudi Arabia and Iran restored diplomatic ties under China-brokered talks. For the region, this is a significant
change; however, it is difficult to assess the economic impact at such an early stage. Initially, we can expect a pick-up in exports to
Yemen for reconstruction activities and perhaps some food products as well.

 Portfolio Activity
During the quarter, we increased exposure to the transport sector by taking exposure in a logistics and port handling company,
which we believe remains a beneficiary of normalizing trade activity as China reopens. We also increased exposure to the
professional services and food products sectors, both of which offer strong earnings growth potential in the medium term.

On the other hand, we reduced allocation to the hotels, restaurant and leisure sector, which had performed well during the first
quarter. We also took profit in the insurance sector, which had outperformed the market sharply during the last two quarters in
anticipation of an improving outlook, which seems priced into valuations in the medium term.

 

 Source: Morgan Stanley Investment Management Limited. Data as of 31 March 2023. 
 
This Fund is authorised by the Capital Market Authority. Any investment into this Fund is made subject to the terms of the Fund
Information Memorandum and relevant Supplement which are available from Morgan Stanley Investment Management Saudi Arabia.
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INDEX INFORMATION

The Tadawul All Share Index (TASI) is the major stock market
index which tracks the performance of all companies listed on
the Saudi Stock Exchange. The Index is disseminated by the
Saudi Stock Market. Volume in the index excludes small trades
(trades with value less than Saudi Arabian Riyal 15000).

The Purchasing Managers Index (PMI) is an indicator of the
economic health of the manufacturing sector. The PMI index is
based on five major indicators: new orders, inventory levels,
production, supplier deliveries and the employment
environment.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

FOR PROFESSIONAL CLIENTS ONLY

This financial promotion was issued and approved for use in
Saudi Arabia by Morgan Stanley Saudi Arabia, Al Rashid Tower,
Kings Sand Street, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia, authorized and
regulated by the Capital Market Authority. This communication
is only intended for and will be only distributed to persons
resident in jurisdictions where such distribution or availability
would not be contrary to local laws or regulations. Applications
for units in The Morgan Stanley Saudi Equity Fund should not
be made without first consulting the current Prospectus and
offering documents which are available free of charge at the
address above. There will be no offering of any interests (or
solicitation of an offer to buy) in any jurisdiction in which such
offer or solicitation would be unlawful. 

The investment performance of the Morgan Stanley Saudi 
Equity Fund is calculated on a total return basis (i.e., with cash 
dividend reinvested), while the investment performance of the

benchmark is provided on price return basis (i.e., it does not
include dividends). The dividend yield as per Bloomberg for
TASI was 2.90% as of 31 March 2023. 

This communication is a marketing communication; it has been
prepared solely for information purposes and does not
constitute an offer or a recommendation to buy or sell any
particular security or to adopt any specific investment strategy.
The material contained herein has not been based on a
consideration of any individual client circumstances and is not
investment advice, nor should it be construed in any way as tax,
accounting, legal or regulatory advice. To that end, investors
should seek independent legal and financial advice, including
advice as to tax consequences, before making any investment
decision. 

Except as otherwise indicated herein, the views and opinions
expressed herein are those of Morgan Stanley Investment
Management, are based on matters as they exist as of the date
of preparation and not as of any future date, and will not be
updated or otherwise revised to reflect information that
subsequently becomes available or circumstances existing, or
changes occurring, after the date hereof. 

The Capital Market Authority approved the establishment of
The Morgan Stanley Saudi Equity Fund on 16 August 2008. The
Capital Market Authority has not endorsed the accuracy or
adequacy of this communication. 

The communication may have been sent to you in an electronic 
form. Documents transmitted via this medium may be altered 
or changed during the process of electronic transmission and 
consequently none of Morgan Stanley Saudi Arabia, its 
affiliates or any of their respective directors, officers, partners,

 Strategy and Outlook

Portfolio Positioning

We have neutral positioning in the banking sector, as growth in the sector is expected to slow with the peaking of the interest rate
cycle. However, loan growth, especially in the corporate sector, is expected to be robust due to corporate demand and financing of
government projects.

We believe the chemicals sector is near trough margins, but how long it takes to recover from these depressed levels is highly
dependent on the recovery in China and whether the U.S. has a mild recession. We would look to selectively increase allocation
where valuations are attractive.

Health care, education and tourism-exposed companies that we have carried overweights in have performed well. For now, we
continue to carry overweight stances but would monitor the valuation levels closely post the strong rally.

Key Risks: Adverse changes in government targets/spending plans and lower oil prices/global recession.

For further information, please contact msimsa@morganstanley.com 

  
FUND FACTS
Launch date
06 January 2009

Base currency
Saudi Riyal (SAR)

Benchmark
Tadawul All Share Index

Annualized Performance in Saudi Riyal, net of fees, vs benchmark (%)

Calendar Year Returns (%) 2022 2021 2020 2019 2018

Fund 3.16 45.21 9.09 15.25 17.81

Benchmark -7.12 29.83 3.58 7.19 8.31

 The benchmark is a price return Index. 
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employees or advisers accept any liability or responsibility
whatsoever in respect of any difference between the
communication 

RISK WARNING

Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. The 
value of the investments and the income from them can go 
down as well as up and an investor may not get back the 
amount invested. There are special risk considerations 
associated with investing in emerging country securities 
including (1) restrictions on foreign investment, (2) currency 
fluctuations, (3) potential price volatility and lesser liquidity of 
shares, (4) political and economic risks, (5) settlement systems 
may be less well organized and less developed. There are also 
varying levels of government supervision and regulation of 
exchanges, financial institutions and issuers in various countries. 
In addition, accounting, auditing, financial and other reporting

standards are not equivalent to those of more developed
countries, and therefore less information may be available than
in more developed countries.

Funds that specialize in a particular region or market sector are
more risky than those which hold a very broad spread of
investments. Where portfolio concentration is in one sector it is
subject to greater risk and volatility than other portfolios that
are more diversified and the value of its shares may be more
substantially affected by economic events.

These investments are designed for investors who understand
and are willing to accept these risks. Performance may be
volatile, and an investor could lose all or a substantial portion of
his or her investment.

Please click this hyperlink to the Information Memorandum for
further information-regarding the principle risks, terms and
conditions of investing in the Morgan Stanley Saudi Equity Fund.
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